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Uniform rectangular grids, which are used mainly in the
academicenvironment, permit very simple high-degreeelementsand are the easiestgrids to implement, but are limited as far as local adaptation and approximation of boundaries is concerned. Despite of the difficulty of matching
triangular high-order elements, triangular unstructured
grids dominate the world of engineeringcomputing on the
strength of their ability to approximate curved boundaries
and to provide variable local resolution. However, the unfavorable rate of convergenceof low-degreemethods is a
major drawback, especiallyin high-precisioncomputing.
Hierarchical recursire grids require more complex data
structures but are attractive for use in dynamic adaptive

algorithms. Recently,in his paper [6] the author investigated properties of a subclassof recursire grids called
"consistent"grids, which can be viewedin certain senseas
an intermediate type betweenthe two previousgrid types,
and developeda versionof the finite element method suited
for treatment of the interfacesbetween computational cells
of different sizes. In our current presentation we propose
an extension of this method to high-degreeHermite finite
elementsand discussways to treat curved boundarieswhen
using recursire grids. In addition to their matching properties. Hermite elementsare uniquely suitable for creating
general-purposesoftware, being uniformly extensible for
any order and any number of spacedimensions.
In light of all their proved and potential advantagesdiscussedabove, it appears that the main reason recursire
grids are not widely used is the complexity of their implementation. This problem can be overcomeby creating
grid-handling program libraries and specializeddevelop-

ment and visualizationenvironments
[5].

1

Introduction

The choiceof grid type is one of the most crucial choices
in numerical solution of partial differential equations. An
eloquent,if perhaps slightly unfair towards approximation
and solution methods, descriptionof the importance of grid

choicewaspresentedby J.F. Thomson[10]:
"The

ultimate

answer

to

numerical

solution

of partial differential equations may well be
dynamically-adaptive grids, rather than more
elaborate difference representations and solution
methods. It has been noted by several authors
that when the grid is right, most numerical solution

methods

work

well.

Oscillations

associated

with cell Reynolds number and with shocks in
fluid mechanics computations have been shown
to be eliminated with adaptive grids. Even the
numerical viscosity introduced by upwind differencingis reduced as the grid adapts to regions of
large solution variation."

Since the early days of the finite element method the
two competingmethods of choicewere uniform rectangular
grids and triangular non-structured grids. Gilbert Strang

wrotein his classicalbook [9]
"... it is not clear at this writing whether it is
more efficient to subdivide the region into triangles or into quadrilaterals. Triangles are obviouslybetter at approximating a curvedboundary,

but there are advantages
to quadrilaterals(and
especiallyto rectangles)in the interior:there are
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fewer of them, and they permit very simple elements of high degree."
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Uniform rectangular grids are widely used in the academic world, probably because, in addition to the advantagesdescribedby $trang, they are easy to program using
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Figure 1: An example of consistentrecursivegrid •vith contoursof the solution superimposed.The solution represents
the temperature distribution of a premixed flame propagating in a shear flow field. The grid results from a dynanfic
adaptation processwhere the grid changesas the solution developsfrom an initial estimate to the state shown in the
picture.

the simplest data structure -- a Fortran array. In many
acadenficapplications. be it testing of new numericalmethods. or using numerical solutions to investigate scientific
phenomena.the computational domain is rectangular and
local adaptivity is not crucial. By transformingthe computational domain it is possibleto adapt a logically uniform
rectangular grid to a non-rectangular computational domain and to provide variable local resolution. However,
this transformation requires a solution of a global problem. for many particular geometrical configurationsof the
area to be refined, the resulting economy is small or non-

ing the computation process,fit almost as well into simple
data structures, becausetheir elements are uniformly related to each other (they don't form a hierarchy). A notable problemwith thesegridsis the difficulty of matching
high-order finite elements. Because the local geometry of
the grid may differ at every node. each row of the stiffness
matrix has to be computed separately, so the calculation of
the stiffnessmatrix is generally more expensive compared
with the rectangular grids. Geometrical searcheson unstructured grids are more computationally expensive too,
comparedwith the structured grids.

existent(consider.for example.in two dimensions,a thin
ring area to be refined, with diameter closeto the diameter of the computationaldomain), and the numericalerror
causedby a large condition number of the transformation

chicalrecursivegrids (seeFigure 1) requiremore complex
data structures[8] whichare not straightforwardto pro-

can be considerable.

Unstructured triangular• (sometimesmixed with

Unlike the two classesof grids discussedabove, hierar-

gram in Fortran, and this retarded their useuntil the early
'80s. The main reasonfor the interest in recursire grids was

quadrilaterals)grids have unquestionablywon the engi-

their usein adaptivealgorithms.Recently,in hispaper [6],

neering world on the strength of their ability to approximate curved boundaries and, not less important, their
ability to provide variable local resolution. Paradoxically,
unstructured grids, when not dynamically modified dur-

the author investigated properties of a subclassof recursive grids called "consistent"grids and showedthat they
can be viewed as semi-structuredgrids, in the sensethat
the number of possiblelocal geometricalconfigurationsof

1Althoughwe usetwo-dimensionalcasein our discussion
here, it
is relevant

to three-dimensional

case too.

the grid is limited (as comparedto one configurationfor
uniform rectangular grids and infinity for non-structured
grids).
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The treatment of the interface between computational
cells of different sizes is a major problem in using composite grids. For recursivegrids, the standard nodal for-

coversone cell of the lower level grid and contains exactly
four cells. To the extent that they differ from recursive

mulation

of the finite

desirable

unlimited

locality property that distinguishesrecursive grids. The
non-localnature of compositegrids leads to the need for a
pattern recognitionalgorithmsto cluster refinementareas

element

method

can lead to an un-

increase in the number

of nodes in the

discretization stencil. This problem doesnot arise for finite
element formulation with element-basedparameters, however the number of unknowns in this case is much greater
than for the nodal formulation. To solvethe problem of the
discretization stencil increase, we developed a special ver-

grids (as patchesgrow in size), compositegrids lose the

into largepatchesof fine grid [4]. While compositegrids

are superior for vectorization, it is not clear at present
which type of grid is preferableon MIMD distributed memory computers. We believe that the problem of discretizasion of the finite element method for consistent recursive
tion on the interface between coarseand fine grids has not
been
sufficientlyaddressedin the literature on composite
grids. Our version uses discontinuouspiecewisebilinear
basisfunctionsto simplify matrix generationon interfaces grids. Many authors avoid this problem by solving their
of computational cells of different sizes. The solution re- problem on the coarsegrid and using the resulting solumains continuousdue to additional constraintsimposedon tion as the boundary condition for the fine grid. While
the unknowns. With our method, the number of possible this approach can work for demonstrating adaptive grid
discretization stencils is fixed and the stiffness matrix for
efficiencyor for some selected problems, it is not suitable
in the general case. A coarsegrid solution obtained withconstant coefficientoperators can be preassembled.
out
taking into account the influence of the refined area
Returning to comparison of the main grid types, the
may
contain a large error, or make no physical senseat
major advantageof uniform rectangular grids was their
all.
For
example,in combustion
problems[7] the flame
ability to support high-degreefinite elements. This abilfront
can
"fall"
between
the
grid
nodes
on the coarsegrid
ity is of major importance for computing high-precision
and
become
"extinguished,"
leading
to
a
completelywrong
solutions,becausean O(h) methodin threedimensions
re-

suitsin aboutO(e-3) unknowns,
wheree is the required

solution.

accuracyof the solution. Given that the solutionof implicit equationscan rarely be accomplished
in linear time,
the real rate of growth in computational work versusaccuracy is likely to be much higher than the rate quoted
above. "High-performance" computing applied to methods with such an unfavorablerate of convergencewill not

In this paper we restrict our attention to building an approximationspacewith any desireddegreeof local smoothnessand its computer implementation. For discussionof
grid refinementcriteria and the choiceof the local degree

take us far. for •vith a 1000-fold increasein the computing
power we can gain at most 10-fold increasein precision.
This 10-fold increase in precision will require also 1000fold increase in data volume with the associated increase

in memory requirements.

Another important criterion for grid comparisonis their
suitability for creating general purposesoftware. Undoubtedly, for every grid type there are problemsfor which this
particular type is the most efficient. Although it is difficult to formalize, it is clear that some grid types are
less suitable for use in general-purposesolvers,often becauseof the global dependenciesthey introduce. Recursive
grids possessa very important property of locality,meaning that local changesin the required resolution lead to
local changesin the grid. This property greatly simplifies
adaptive methodsand, eventually, adaptive software. The
locality property is especiallyimportant for dynamic grids,
which changefrequently as the solution develops.

for the trial functionssee[1, ?]. The approachwedescribe
here for the two-dimensionalcase is trivially extensible to
any number of dimensions.

2

Dynamic

recursive grids

A dynamic recursivegrid is basedon a rectangular uniform

grid (basegrid) coveringthe computationaldomain. The
grid cells can be refined by dividing them into four equal
subcellswith lines parallel to the lines of the base grid.
This refinement processcan be repeated recursively for
any of the newly created subcells. The refinement of a cell
can later be reversed provided none of its four subcells is
currently refined. As can be seen in Figure 1, some of the
nodes are surrounded by four cells, possibly of different
size, and some by three cells, so that the node lies in the

middle of a cell side. We will call the former r-nodes(r
from regular)and the latter t-nodes(as suggestedby the
shapeof the adjacentlines). The nodeson the endsof the

Composite
or nestedgrids[31are closelyrelatedto re-

cell side in the middle of which a t-node is located will be

cursire grids. Recursire grids can be considereda limiting
caseof compositegrids in which every higher level patch

called controllingnodesfor the t-node.
We impose consistencyrequirement on the grid, that is,
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In [6]we provethat the minimalgrid is uniqueand provide a grid adaptation algorithm to construct it. The algorithm is optimal in the sensethat no cell refined at its
intermediate stage is later unrefined. The algorithm is implemented as part of the grid-handling library. We would
like to stressthat in our implementationgrid adaptation is

completelyindependentfrom the refinement/unrefinement
criteria used by a user of the grid-handling library. The
user only communicatesthe sets T4 and b/to the grid adaptation

3

routines.

Finite

element space

We considerhere the constructionof a finite element ap-

proximation(trial) spaceon consistentrecursivegrids.
Figure 2: Nontrivial local geometrical configurations The trial spacehas variable local degreeof approximation
around a grid node. The remaining configurationscan be and smoothness.Such a spacetogether with the dynamic
obtained by rotation.
recursivegrid machinery describedin the previous section
can be usednot only to solvepartial differential equations
by the h-p version of the finite element method, but also to
any two adjacent (includingcellshaving a commonver- solveproblemsin many other areassuchas image processtex) nonrefinedcells differ at most by a factor of two in ing and numerical integration, to name a few. A generaltheir linear size. This requirement leads to some non- purposecomputerimplementationof this functionalspace
local dependenciesin the grid. However, as we will see would free people wishing to use adaptive approximation
below, these non-local dependenciescan be treated in a
frowndrudgeryinvolvedin workingwith adaptive grids for
completely automatic way with negligibleamount of com- loftier tasks in their chosen fields of interest.
putational work. In exchange,the consistency
requirement
A trial function over a recursive grid is taken to be a
brings an important advantage -- semi-regularity of the polynomial over each grid cell. Each polynomial depends
grid. meaning that the grid has only a limited number of on a number of parameters. These parameters may be

local geometricalconfigurations
around a grid node (see
Figure2). It is shownin [6] that for an internalterminal
r-nodein two dimensionsthis numberis fifteen (sixty-three
for a three-dimensional
grid).
Grid adaptation is done in steps that may be interspersed •vith numerical computations. One step of grid
adaptation is a solution to the followingproblem.
Definition 2.1 Grid adaptation problem.
Given a grid G, a set of its cells • to be refined, and a
set of its cells b/ which are allowed to be unrefined, find
a minimal consistentgrid in which all the cells of T4 are
refined and all the cells not belongingto b/are preserved.
A minimal grid is a grid from which no cellscan be deleted
without violating one of the above conditions.
[]

It is easyto seethat becauseof the consistency
requirement and becausea cell can be unrefinedonly if all of its
four subcellsare markedfor deletion,the minimal grid may
contain somecellsof b/marked for deletion, and somecells
not belongingto T4 will be refined.

coefficientsof the polynomial, nodal valuesof the polynomial and its derivatives,or somethingelse. If varying the
parameters can produce the whole space of polynomials
of degreem, we will say that the local degreeof approximation over the correspondingcell is m. To be precise,
by a polynomial of degreem of two variables we mean a
polynomial in which the sum of the powers of both variables in every monomial is less than or equal to m. In

the two-dimensional
casethe numberof dimensions
(equal
to the numberof polynomialcoefficients)
of the spaceof
polynomials
of degreem is (m + 2)(m + 1)/2.

3.1

Element matching problem

A trial functiondefinedabovedoesnot satisfyany smoothnessrequirements on the inter-element boundaries. Constraining the parameter spacein such a way that the trial
function has continuousderivatives up to a certain order

(the functionitselfis considered
the 0-th orderderivative)
over inter-elementboundariesis called matchingthe elements. Problems of matching different kinds of elements

High-Order Matching Finite Elements

are discussed
in [9]. Matchingmay be requiredby the nature of the problem to be solved, or it may be desirable
because it reduces the number

of unknowns

under a nodal

formulation,without diminishingthe degreeof approxima-

()

ti,m. Following[9]we denoteCq the classof functionswith
co•tinuousderivativesthrough order q.
The nodal approach to the finite element formulation
leads to substantial savings. For example, while for a
uniform rectangular grid the number of elements is approximately equal to the number of nodes,a bilinear finite
element formulation with cell-based parameters requires
keepingfour parametersper element,but only one parameter per node is required for node-basedformulation.
A convenientway to investigatematchingof elementsis
to take as parameters nodal values of the polynomial and
its derivatives. Then, matching the value and derivatives
through order q at nodesis a necessarycondition for the
elements to match up to order q. However, this condi-

)

,•

Figure 3: Discretization stencil example for the minimum
rectangle basis function support. The central node is
marked by a black disk, remainingnodesof the discretization
stencil are marked by circles. Note that in this case
tion is not sufficientin the generalcase.Strang[9]quotes
the
discretization
stencil may spread outside of the rectthe following(unpublished)result of Zenisekconcerning
angular
area
on
the
picture.
the matching of triangular elements: To achievepiecewise
polynomialsof classcq on an arbitrary triangulation, the
nodal parameters must include all derivatives at the vertices of order less than or equal to 2q. It is conjectured
that the minimum possibledegree of such an element in
n dimensionsis 2'•q + 1. On the other hand, matching
Hermite elementson a uniform rectangular grid with the
gridlinesalong the coordinate axis is very easy. It is sufficient to match the value and the derivativesup to order q
at the nodesto have the polynomials match up to the same

The simplest way is to take the smallest possible rectangular area around an r-node as the support of a basis

function(seeFigure 3). There are no basisfunctionsat

t-nodes. Basis functions belonging to the classCq can be
built exactly like for uniform grids. However, if we use the
Galerkin formulation with the weight functions identical
to the basisfunctions,the discretizationstencil can grow
order along the whole inter-elementboundary connecting unbounded, depending on the refinement pattern. The
number of non-zero basis functions inside an element also
becomes unbounded.

the nodes.

3.2

Choosing trial function support

Nodal formulation on uniform rectangular grids has the
followingimportant properties:
ß Under condition that a basisfunction is a singlepolynomial inside every element, its support is the smallest
possible-- four elementssurroundingthe node.

The next approach is to reduce the support of a basis
function

to the smallest number of cells which allow the

building of Cq basisfunctionsthat are piecewisepolynomi-

als insideeverycell (we will showhow to constructthese
functionslater). Suchbasisfunctionsaredefinedin r-nodes
(seeFigure4). There still can be non-zerobasisfunctions
inside an element that are based at an outside node, but
the number of such functions is limited.

ß Inside every element only the basisfunctions basedon
its own vertices

are non-zero.

ß The discretization stencil includes only nodes of the
elements adjacent to the central node.
ß The smoothnessof the trial spacedoes not exceedthe
smoothness

of the basis functions.

An attempt to extend nodal formulation from uniform
rectangular grids to consistentrecursivegrids leads to several possibilitiesto consider.

The discretization

stencil can not grow unlimited, but there is an undesirable
dependencyon the refinement pattern outside of the im-

mediatevicinity of the central node (seeFigure 4).

Finally,extendingthe approachdescribedin [6] to arbitrary degreediscontinuousHermite finite elements,we
reduce the support of the basis functions at r-nodes to the
four cells adjacent to the node. Basis functions at t-nodes
have their support at the two cells sharing verticesat the

node (seeFigure 6). The trial functioninsideevery cell
is then a linear combination of only the basis functions at
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Figure 4: The minimal support of continuousbasis functions for the principal geometrical configurationsof the
grid. The central nodesare marked by black disks.
the nodes of the cell. In the next subsectionwe develop
this approach in detail and show how the smoothnessof
the trial function can be guaranteeddespite the discontinuity of the basisfunctions. We alsoshowthat with proper
choiceof weight functionsfor the Galerkin formulation the
propagation of the discretizationstencil is prevented.
3.3

Discontinuous

minimal

trial

functions

with

the

support

Given local nodal degreeof smoothnessqr at every r-node
r we shall seekan unknownfunctionin the followingform

(1) ½__
• aq.rCq.r
ij -ij q-• (•ij •.ijq-a.... ),
i,j,r

i,j,t

where indexesr and t run through the r-nodesand t-nodes,

respectively;
q•-= qt- andqt
+ = qt+fora t-nodet withthe
controlling
r-nodest- andt+; indexes
i andj assume
independently all the non-negativevalueslessthan or equal to
..

thecorresponding
valueofq;and•b• arepiecewise
poly-

Figure 5: An example of discretization stencil non-local
dependencefor continuousbasis functions with minimal
support. If the refinement shown by dashed lines is performed, the nodesmarked by ¸ belongto the discretization
stencil while the node marked by x does not. If the said
refinement is undone, the node marked by x enters the
discretization stencil and the nodes marked by ¸ leave it.

where,for example,
polynomiali is determinedby the
following
conditions
specified
for0 _<i• _<q andk
withfoxbeingthenodeontheopposite
sideofthegridcell
in questionfrom the node k, along the x coordinate

•i'i

(4)

{

i• k'

vOxUqk
(x•,)= 01 otherwise
i= ,k=
i'

It is easy to verify that a basis function thus defined has
q continuousderivatives everywhere, except at the sides of
elementsbelongingto its support that start at the central
node and passthrough a t-node.

As in [6] the requiredsmoothness
of the solutionis assuredby imposingadditional conditionsat the t-nodes. At
every inter-element boundary, these matching conditions
assure the continuity of qmin derivatives of the solution
½, where qmin is the minimum of nodal continuity at all
the nodes at the corners of the elements adjacent to the
boundary

nomial basis functions which assumethe following values

on the grid nodesPk = (xk, ye)

(2)

•i'+j'
.,qij {
Oxi' Oyj'

.

0 otherwise

Inside
every
grid
cell
ofitssupport,
thebasis
function
½iqj
kis
definedas the product of two one-dimensional
polynomials

i andVqk
j ofdegree
2qq-1
Uqk

(3)

wherethe nodesk- and k+ are the controllingnodesof a
t-node

i

j

k.

After a seriesof simpletransformations
using(3) and

High-Order MatclhingFinite Elements
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mentioned in the previous section, the number of possible local geometricalconfigurationsfor a two-dimensional
grid is fifteen. This property allows to precomputerows of
stiffnessmatrices for differential operators with constant
coefficients. It should also simplify writing software for
computingthe stiffnessmatrix in more complicatedcases.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how to implement efficiently
high-order finite elementson recursivegrids, which opens
a way to developingefficientand highly accurate adaptive
finite element

Figure 6: The support of discontinuousbasisfunctionsfor
the principal geometricalconfigurationsof the grid. The
central nodes are marked by black disks, the nodes of the
discretization

stencil

for Galerkin

formulation

with

min-

imal support continuous weight functions are marked by
circles.

(4) we obtain a form suitablefor computing
it

it

Ou

it
where the coefficients0i t u_
(x•)/Oxi' and
% koi'•ti'
(Xk)/OX
i' areconstants
that caneasilybe comq•:•-

puted at the moment the size of the base grid is known.
Incidentally, taking the above basisfunction at an r-node
and adding to it the basisfunctionsat all the adjacent tnodes with the coefficientsdefined by the matching con-

ditions (7)-(8) we obtain the Cq basisfunction with the
minimalsupport(shownat Figure4) discussed
earlier.
The abovecontinuousbasisfunctionscan serveas weight
functions for the Galerkin formulation using the minimal
support discontinuousbasisfunctions. After the matching

software.

However, no matter how accurate a method is, it can
not be successfulin the engineeringworld if it does not
treat curved boundariesas triangular grids do. It is fairly
easy to see that a domain with curved boundariescan be
coveredby a rectangular grid and the boundary approximated by means of special elements in the computational
cells intersecting with the boundary. For uniform rectangular grids this approach is wasteful, for the grid cells
which fall outside of the computational domain are not
used. The latter consideration is much less important for
recursivegrids, there a simple remedy is to keep the outside cells unrefined and, therefore, few in number.

The

approach
outlinedabovehasbeensuccessfully
usedin [11]
with trilinear finite elements. Its extensionto high-order
finite elementswill allow to develop engineeringfinite element packagesbasedentirely on the recursivetechnology.
This recursivetechnologycan be made viable only by
developing software tools that will hide its complexity
from the end user. These tools will include grid-handling
program libraries, finite element libraries, and specialized developmentand visualization environments. Objectoriented programming paradigm can be expected to be
particularly helpful in treating the great variety of finite
elementsthat will be required, especiallyfor treating the

boundaryconditions. In [5] we presentan interactive
programming environment for developing adaptive grid
solvers that can serve as a prototype for future software
development in this area.
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